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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the acceleration of phase-field simulations for directional solidification
of a ternary eutectic alloy system on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). The evolution of microstructures during the solidification process of alloys are the focus of researchers in material
science and industries such as semiconductor or aerospace. Understanding the pattern formation of microstructures can improve material properties. The numerical phase-field method
tends to high computational intensity and is known to be compute bound. In this work, a
thermodynamically consistent phase-field model with a coupled grand potential formulation is
used which is more compute and memory intensive as the phase-field method itself. Thus, the
massive parallelism of modern high-performance computing GPUs is evaluated to accelerate
the phase-field simulation. In particular, the modern NVIDIA Kepler architecture and CUDA
programming model have been studied, and several optimization techniques are applied to
achieve high-performance rate. In this thesis, a peak performance of 259.5 MLUP/s for the
phase-field solver and 71.99 MLUP/s for the chemical potential solver was achieved for large
domain sizes (2 ∗ 106 ).

Zusammenfassung
Diese Masterarbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Beschleunigung einer Phasenfeldmethode zur Simulation von gerichteter Erstarrung ternärer eutektischer Legierungen mittels Grafikkarten. Die
Entwicklung von Mikrostrukturen während des Erstarrungsprozesses von Legierungen stehen
im Mittelpunkt vieler Forschungen der Werkstoffwissenschaften sowie in der Halbleiterindustrie als auch in der Luft- und Raumfahrttechnik. Das Verständnis über die Strukturbildung von Mikrostrukturen ermöglicht eine gezielte Verbesserung der Materialeigenschaften
von Legierungen. Die numerische Phasenfeld Methode neigt zu einer hohen Rechenintensität
und ist durch die hohe Anzahl an Rechenoperationen (engl.: compute bound) eingeschränkt.
In dieser Arbeit wird ein thermodynamisch konsistentes Phasenfeldmodell verwendet, das mit
dem großkanonischen Potential gekoppelt ist, welches eine höhere Anzahl an Rechenoperationen als auch einen höhren Bedarf an Speicherbandbreite aufweist, als die Phasenfeldmethode
ohne gekoppelten Term. In dieser Arbeit wurde die moderne NVIDIA-Kepler Architektur,
welche auch im Höchstleistungrechnen zum Einsatz kommt, erörtert und das dazugehörige
CUDA-Programmiermodel untersucht und verschiedene Optimierungstechniken angewendet,
um eine best mögliche Performanz zu erreichen. Für eine Problemgröße von (2 ∗ 106 ) werden
259.5 MLUP/s für den Phasenfeld Löser und 71.99 MLUP/s für den Löser des chemischen
Potentials erreicht.
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1

Introduction

The evolution of microstructures during the solidification of alloys is a challenging area of
research. Studying and understanding the way in which the microstructures evolve, can improve material properties such as conductivity and robustness. The casting of alloys is an
intensive process. Therefore, numerical simulations are used to study the formation of microor macroscopic structures of material.
The phase-field model is a popular method to investigate the problem. As the microstructures
evolve in the interface of liquid/solid, the main challenge for numerical methods is to track
this interface region, as in the interface region a complicated geometry structure is formed.
Therefore an additional phase-field variable φ is used to formulate the solidification problem.
The variable is formulated as a function which takes distinct values in each phase. In the
liquid region the variable takes the value φ = 1 and in solid region φ = 0. The transition in
the interface is smoothly from 0 to 1. Thus, an explicit tracking of the interface region is not
required.
This thesis focuses on the simulation of a ternary eutectic system with directional solidification. Ternary systems such as the aluminium-copper-silver alloy are of special interest due
to a low temperature of the ternary eutectic point which can be sustained fast for each of
those metals[1]. In addition phase fractions seen in micrographs shows similar phase fractions
as depicted in figure 1 the left part of this figure. The phase-field simulation uses a thermodynamic consistent phase-field model considering the evolution of the phase-field itself and the
chemical potentials. Due to a large number of terms and parameters, the resulting algorithm
is compute intensive [1].
Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to accelerate the phase-field simulation for ternary eutectic
directional solidification for example of Ag-Al-Cu alloys on graphics processing units (GPUs).
In comparison to central processing units (CPUs), which consists of several computing cores for
arithmetical operations, GPUs contain thousands of parallel usable computing cores. Therefore, they are well suited for computationally intensive task. In many high-performance computing (HPC) cluster systems, such as the Titan (DOE/SC/ Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
United States), Piz Daint (Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS), Switzerland) or at
smaller clusters such as Emmy (RRZE, Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg),
NVIDIA GPUs are used. Also, modern HPC-GPUs are based on the Kepler chip, thus the
focus of this thesis on accelerating the phase-field simulation on NVIDIA GPUs with Kepler
chips.
This thesis is organized as follows. First, the solidification of alloys, the mathematical description of the phase-field method and the numerical treatment of the phase-field model is
explained in section 2. Basic concepts of the GPU programming paradigm, as GPU architecture, memory hierarchy as wells as the programming model, are described in section 3.
In section 4 the target implementation framework waLBerla, the phase-field algorithm and
the CPU-specific optimizations for the phase-field algorithm are described. The consideration for an implementation of a massively parallel phase-field algorithm as well as the related
optimization techniques for GPUs are discussed in section 5. Experimental performance measurements and simulation results are described in section 6 and finally in section 7 the results
are summarized and an outlook on future work to optimize the phase-field algorithm on GPUs
is given.

1

Figure 1: Three dimensional simulation and experimental results of directional solidification
of the ternary eutectic system Ag-Al-Cu [1]

2

Figure 2: Phase-diagram of the mole fraction of the Ag-Al-Cu system with the ternary eutectic
point Ecal [2]

2
2.1

Mathematical model and numerical method
Pattern formation in Alloys

The formation of microstructures in alloys evolves during the solidification process. The melting solidifies at a specific temperature, depending on the chemical and physical composition
of the metal. According to thermodynamic laws, the change in temperature produces free
energies in the system and thus drives forward the solidification process.
The solidification of an alloy not only depends on the freezing temperature but also on the
chemical concentration of the metal mixture as previously stated. Each metal freezes at a different temperature and therefore, the challenging task of casting alloys is to find the specific
temperature and the specific chemical concentration at which the proper metals solidify. This
solidification point is called eutectic. For example the eutectic point Ecal for the Ag-Al-Cu
system is depicted in the phase-diagram (figure 2). One can see at which concentration rate
the system starts to solidify.

2.2

The Phase-Field model

The phase-field model is a popular method to describe microstructure evolution during phase
transformations. The presented general and thermodynamically consistent phase-field model
is based on the work of [2] in which a phase-field model for directional ternary eutectic solidification is established.
Mathematically the thermodynamically phase is described by a set of time- and position dependent field variables, the so-called phase-fields or order-parameters {φα }, α = 1..N , where
N ∈ N is the number of phases and α, β ∈ II := [1, N] are the index sets for the phase-fields
φα . The phase-field variable is given by a continuous function φα (x, t) which represents the
phase-field φ : Ω × R → [0, 1] at the position x ∈ Ω in the domain Ω ⊂ Rd where d ∈ 1, 2, 3
and at a time t ∈ R. The phase-field variable takes a value between 0 and 1 indicating a
3

phase-field variable is either presented φα = 1 or not φα = 0.
The sum of all phase-fields suffices the summation convention
N
X

φα = 1

(1)

α=1

2.2.1

Phase-Field

Grand potential function
The grand potential function depends on the order parameter φ, the chemical potential µ and
the temperature T and is defined as follows:
Z
f (φ, ∇φ)interf ace + ψ(φ, µ, T )dΩ.
(2)
Ψ(φ, µ, T ) =
Ω

As the solidification depends on the chemical concentrations, the coupled formulation considers
also the chemical potentials in the system.
Interfacial Energy
The interfacial energy is composed of the interface thickness , the surface energy density γαβ ,
the order-parameter φ and the gradient of the order-parameter ∇φ (eq.3). In order to model
a diffuse transition as shown in fig.3 and to ensure that 0 ≤ φα ≤ 1, a gradient energy density
function a(φ, ∇φ) and a potential energy density function ω(φ) is used.
1
f (φ, ∇φ)interf ace = (a(φ, ∇φ) + ω(φ))with

a(φ, ∇φ) =

N,N
X

(3)

γαβ |~qαβ |2 A(~qαβ )

(4)

α,β=1,(α<β)

ω(φ) =





16
π2

PN,N

α,β=1,(α<β)

γαβ φα φβ +

PN,N,N

α,β,δ=1,(α<β<δ)

γαβδ φα φβ φδ ,φ ∈ ∆N
(5)
N

∞

,φ 6∈ ∆

Whereas ~qαβ is a generalized gradient vector of the form ~qαβ = φα ∇φβ − φβ ∇φα . An
anisotropic system is described through the term A(~qαβ ), which depends on the orientation of
the general gradient vector, which is normal to the binary interface. For an isotropic system
it holds that A(~qαβ ) = 1.
The interfacial energy density potential (eq.5) of a multiobstacle type ensures that 0 ≤ φα ≤ 1.
The second term considers the contribution of a third phase.
Phase Energy
The phases energy is the driving force of the system which is caused by the differences of
the grand potentials. It depends on the order-parameter φ, the chemical potential µ and the
temperature T (eq.6). As the driving force depends on the phase-field variable, an explicit
tracking of the interface region is not necessary for the phase-field model.
ψ(φ, µ, T ) =

N
X

(fα (cα (µ, T ), T ) −

α=1

K−1
X
i=1

4

µi cαi (µ, T ))hα (φ)

(6)

Phase α

Interface

Phase β

1
φα

φβ

0

Figure 3: Phase-field variable in a two component phase field.

The free energies are known from empirical experiments and are reported in the literature e.g.
in the CALPHAD (Calculation of Phase Diagrams) journal which is referred as database. To
easily adapt the reported values from the CALPHAD-database, as the reported function are
to complex to handle, a parabolic fitting function of the following form is used:
fα =

K
X

(Aαi (T )c2i + Bi α(T )ci ) + C α (T )

(7)

i

Chemical potentials are equally distributed in the phase-field with the following interpolation
function:
φ2
(8)
hα (φ) = PN α
2
β=1 φβ
Due to the lawP
of conservation of mass the formulation can be reduced by one component, so
that cK = 1 − K−1
i=1 ci . Thus the term fα is rewritten as a function on matrices and vectors
as follows:
fα = hc, Ξα (T )ci + hc, ξα (T )i + Xα (T )
(9)
where


 α
AK (T ) . . . AαK (T )
  ..
.. 
..
+ .
.
. 
α
α
α
AK−1 (T )
AK (T ) . . . AK (T )
 α

α (T )
B1 (T ) − 2AαK (T ) − BK


..
ξα (T ) = 

.
α
α
α
BK−1 (T ) − 2AK (T ) − BK (T )

 α
A1 (T )

..
Ξα (T ) = 
.



α
Xα (T ) = C α (T ) + AαK (T ) + BK
(T )

(10)

(11)
(12)

Then the chemical potential µα (c, T ) and the specific concentration cα (µ, T ) can be derived
from the free energies as follows:
µα (c, T ) =

∂fα (c)
= 2Ξα c + ξα
∂c

(13)

1
cα (µ, T ) = Ξ−1
(µ − ξα )
(14)
2 α
As formulated in equation 6, the driving force depends on the chemical potential µ . Thus,
can be written with reduced components as follows:
ψ(φ, µ, T ) =

N
X

µ, Υα (T )µ
µ + υ α (T )i + Yα (T ))hα (φ)
(hµ

α=1

5

(15)

where

2.2.2

1
Υα (T ) = − Ξ−1
(T )
4 α
1
υ α (T ) = Ξ −1
(T )ξξ α (T )
2 α
1
υ α (T ), ξ α (T )i + Xα (T )
Yα (T ) = − hυ
2

(16)
(17)
(18)

Concentration model

The concentration model is obtained from the following mass diffusion equation
∂c  ∂c  ∂µ  ∂c  ∂φ  ∂c  ∂T
=
+
+
= ∇(M (φ, T )∇µ).
∂t
∂µ T,φ ∂t
∂φ T,µ ∂t
∂T µ,φ ∂t

(19)

The chemical concentration in the phase-field is defined as follows:
c(φ, µ, T ) =

N
X

cα (µ, T )hα (φ)

(20)

α=1

The term M(φ, µ, T ) describes the mobility of a phase and is defined as follows:
M(φ, µ, T ) =

N
X

Dα

α=1

∂cα (µ, T )
gα (φ)
∂µ

(21)

where Dα is the diffusion matrix and gα (φ) is a interpolation function which can be the same
as (eq.8).
2.2.3

Evolution equations

The phase-field system evolves in time such that the grand potential functional (eq.2) is
minimized. A variational derivative is used to obtain the evolution equation for the phasefield:
N

∂φα
1 
1 X
=
rhsα −
rhsβ
(22)
∂t
τα 
N
β=1

with

∂a(φ, ∇φ)  1 ∂ω(φ) ∂ψ(φ, µ, T )
+ T
+
(23)
∂φα
∂∇φα
 ∂φα
∂φα
The evolution equation for the chemical potential is obtained by solving (eq.19) directly for
the time derivative:

∂µ h ∂c i−1   ∂c  ∂φ  ∂c  ∂T
=
−
−
+ ∇(M (φ, T )∇µ)
(24)
∂t
∂µ T,φ
∂φ T,µ ∂t
∂T µ,φ ∂t
rhsα = T

 ∂a(φ, ∇φ)

−∇

Because of the artificial enlarged interface, the fluxes in the interface differs from the sharp
interface limit and an additional flux so-called anti-trapping current Jαt is used to balance
this effect:
N
∇φl  l
∇φα 
π X gα (φhl (φ)) ∂φα  ∇φα
√
Jαt =
·
(c (µ) − cα (µ)) ⊗
.
(25)
4
∂t |∇φα | |∇φl |
|∇φα |
φα φl
α=1
(α6=l)

Therefore the evolution equation for the chemical potential can be written as

∂µ h ∂c i−1   ∂c  ∂φ  ∂c  ∂T
=
−
−
+ ∇(M (φ, T )∇µ) − ∇(Jat (φ, µ, T )) (26)
∂t
∂µ T,φ
∂φ T,µ ∂t
∂T µ,φ ∂t

6

Figure 4: Analytical temperature gradient in the growing z-direction [1]

2.3

Analytical temperature gradient

The following function gives the temperature
T (x, t) = TE + G(z − vt)

(27)

where TE is the temperature in solid phase, G is the depending gradient, v is the velocity at
a given time t and position z in growing direction.

2.4

Numerical treatment

In order to solve the evolution equations (22,26) on a computer a discretization has to be
made in time and space. For discretization in time the explicit Euler-scheme of the form
yn+1 = yn + ∆tf (yn )

(28)

where the approximation of yn+1 is computed by the evaluation of f with the already known
value yn . The finite-difference method (FDM) [3] is used to solve the equations in space.
Therefore the domain Ω has to be discretized in space by a finite number of grid points.
A three-dimensional cartesian grid is used for the discretization of Ω. The grid spacing is
denoted by the finite number ∆x for the directions x, y and z. In addition, a cell in a grid
is addressed by an index (i, j, k). To describe the spatial discretization scheme as a stencil
operation (section 4) the notation "DnCm" is used [1]. Thus, "DnCm" describes a stencil
with n dimensions on m cells. An D3C7 stencil for example, access the center cell c and its six
neighboring cells in the directions (East,South,West,North,Top,Bottom) as depicted in figure
5.

7

N
T
W

c

E

B
y
z

S
x

Figure 5: Discrete positions in the D3C7 stencil model
2.4.1

Computational Domain

The bounded domain Ω ∈ Rd at time t ∈ N is considered in which the boundary part Γ ⊂ Ω
exists. Then the inflow part is defined as Γ− = {x ∈ Γ|v · n < 0}, where n is the unit normal
vector outward to the boundary. Thus, the boundary condition can be defined for the phasefield and the chemical concentration as follows.
Given a normal flux the Neumann boundary condition can be described as
∂φα (x, t)
= f (x, t), ∀x ∈ ΓN
∂n

(29)

∂µk (x, t)
= g(x, t), ∀x ∈ ΓN
(30)
∂n
If the values of for φ and µ are known on ΓD ∈ Γ the Dirichlet boundary condition can be
described as
φα (x, t) = φαD (x, t), ∀x ∈ ΓD
(31)
µk (x, t) = µkD (x, t), ∀x ∈ ΓD

8

(32)

Figure 6: NVIDIA Kepler GK110 Streaming Multiprocessor [4]

3

Architecture and programming of modern NVIDIA GPUs

One decade ago NVIDIA introduced CUDA - a parallel programming platform and programming model for GPUs. Earlier, GPU programming was limited to graphics operation. With
the introduction of CUDA, a general purpose programming framework for GPUs has been
introduced, and the popularity for accelerating applications with the computational power
of GPUs increased in many industry and research fields such as medical imaging, numerical
simulation or big data. In this section an overview of the GPU architecture and programming
model based on [4] is given.

3.1

CUDA: Parallel computing architecture

NVIDIA GPUs are designed for throughput computing. Therefore, the GPU architecture
consists of several independent so-called Streaming Multiprocessors (SM). Each SM has several hundred units to execute arithmetic, logical and memory load or store instructions. For
example, Kepler’s Streaming Multiprocessor consists of 192 Arithmetic and Logical Units
(ALUs), so-called "CUDA-Cores". The arithmetic operations on this ALUs are restricted to
integer and single-precision floating point numbers. For double-precision floating point operations, there are up to 64 additional computing units per SM available. In addition, complex
mathematical functions such as sin, sqrt or exp are handled by additional 32 units so-called
Specical Function Units (SFU). Memory load and store instructions are executed by 32 Load/Store Units (LD/ST) on a SM. Threads execute sequentially the program instructions on one
of the previously described units. A group of 32 threads - so-called warps, is scheduled per

9

Figure 7: NVIDIA GK110 Memory Hierarchy [5]
instruction. Therefore, in minimum 32 threads executes or are scheduled for an instruction
per cycle. The schematic view of a Streaming Multiprocessor with the previously described
execution units is depicted in figure 6.
NVIDIA introduced a new parallel computing model named as Single Instruction, Multiple Threads (SIMT) for the group-wised thread execution. Each warp executes the same
instruction, on different data at the same time. In contrast, to the classical Single Instruction,
Multiple Data (SIMD) model, threads can take a different branch on a conditional operation.
Thus, the thread becomes disabled, and the SIMD term is no more applicable. As shown in
figure 6 each SM contains 4 warp-schedulers and a warp scheduler contains 2 Instruction Dispatch Units (IDP) which executes two consecutive independent instructions. This is another
parallelism step which is denoted as Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP). The number of SM
per GPU and the number of compute units on a SM depends on the GPU model. NVIDIA uses
the term compute capability (cc) to describe the technical functionalities, such as maximum
threads per SM, of a GPU. Threads are organized in 3 dimensional thread blocks. Each thread
block is scheduled to one of the available Streaming Multiprocessor. Thus, the thread blocks
are independently executed by one SM. Thread blocks are grouped into three-dimensional
grids, and one grid is scheduled to one GPU.
3.1.1

Memory Hierarchy

One of the fundamental elements of a computer architecture is the memory hierarchy. As each
level differs in size, latency and bandwidth, it is essential to know the underlying memory hierarchy of the targeting platform to achieve high-performance throughput. The NVIDIA Kepler
memory hierarchy is shown in figure 7.
The fastest memory regions on NVIDIA GPUs are registers. Each SM contains 65536 32bit registers. For devices with compute capability 3.0 there is an upper limit of 63 registers
per thread. Devices with cc.3.5 have an upper limit of 255 registers per thread. The maximum
number of registers of the specific compute capability is used as default. Thus, the compiler
tries to allocate as much as possible registers per thread. The total active number of threads
per SM, which are running in parallel, is limited by hardware resources such as the number
of registers per thread. Therefore, it might be necessary to vary the maximum number of
registers per thread to gain a higher performance. With the compiler flag -maxrregcount it
is possible to change the number of registers per thread during compile time.
10

The next level in memory hierarchy consists of a divided memory space between L1 cache
and shared memory. For the Kepler architecture, the L1 cache is reserved for the so-called
thread-local memory space. The thread-local memory stores spilled registers and stack data.
The NVIDIA compiler determines the number of registers during compile time. Register
spilling occurs if the number of registers exceeds the technical limitations. The register values
are spilled first to the L1 cache and if the cache size exceeds the data is stored then in the socalled global memory. The shared memory (SMEM) concept allows to sharing data between
threads in a block. The access granularity to SMEM is warp-wise. Therefore, the shared
memory is organized in 32 consecutive banks, which can be set since cc. 3.0 either to a width
of 4- or 8-bytes. As stated in [4] the access to SMEM can be as fast as registers if no bank
conflicts occur. A bank conflict can happen if two or more threads access the same bank. As
mentioned before both memory concepts share the same 64KB large memory space. With the
function cudaDeviceSetCacheConfig the partition can be controlled. The possible splitting
is shown in table 1. For compute capability 3.5 an additional read-only cache is available.
This cache is controlled by a separate execution unit. Therefore, the usage of the read-only
cache can provide an additional performance gain.
The data resides in a large Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) - so-called global
memory of several Gigabyte (GB). The access to global memory is cached by a L2 cache.
As mentioned in [4] all executions are warp based and therefore 32 threads execute a load
instruction on one or more memory regions. The L2 cache line has a size of 128 bytes (4
bytes per thread). Therefore, the transaction size from global memory to the L2 cache is
128 bytes large and has a latency between 200 and 400 cycles. Two load transactions are
executed to fetch 8 byte words. The read granularity to L2 cache from a thread resp. a warp
is 32 bytes. Scattered/offset access can significantly slow down the performance because multiple read transactions are executed. Therefore, the memory alignment is one of the critical to
achieve high bandwidth. Coalesced memory regions which are accessed by consecutive threads
shows optimal performance rates. Furthermore, a constant memory of 64 KB is available for
constants per GPU which is cached by a 8 KB large cache on each SM. The characteristic
information of each memory level is shown in 1.
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32-Bit register file per multiprocessor
L1 cache size
Width of 32 Shared Memory Banks
L2 cache size
DRAM memory width
DRAM bandiwdth
DRAM memory size
GPU Clock (MHz)
CUDA Cores
GFLOP/s (SP)
GFLOP/s (DP)

GeForce GTX 760 (GK104)
65536
64 KB
64 bits
768 KB
256 bits
192 GB/s
2 GB
980
1152
2257
94/115

Tesla K20 (GK110)
65536
64 KB
64 bits
1248 KB
320 bits
208 GB/s (ECC off)
5 GB
706
2496
3520
1170

Table 1: Hardware specification for NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 and NVIDIA Tesla K20m
GPU
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3.2

CUDA Programming

NVIDIA provides with "CUDA" an application programming interface to easily program
against the functionality of a GPU. Therefore, the API provides functions to allocate memory
on GPU, transfer data between CPU and GPU and vice versa and to manage the life cycle
of running programs so-called CUDA-kernel on GPU. CUDA extends the C programming
language with some additional extensions such as the keywords __global__, __device__ and
__host__ which indicates the scope of a function. The keywords device and host indicates
the function can be either run on the GPU or on CPU, whereas global is the global identifier
to indicate the kernel main function (see algorithm 1).
1 __global__ void k e r n e l ( double ∗ a , double ∗ b ) {
2
int i n d e x = b l o c k I d x . x ∗ blockDim . x + t h r e a d I d x . x ;
3
b [ index ] = a [ index ] ;
4 }
Listing 1: Example of array copy as a CUDA-kernel
CUDA provides various functions to allocate global linear memory. The basic function is
cudaMalloc which takes a previous defined pointer and the size of the memory in bytes. As in
section 3.1.1 mentioned the memory alignment can have a crucial performance impact. In order
to easier allocate optimal aligned two- or three-dimensional memory on the linear DRAM, the
function cuMemAllocPitch provided by the CUDA API adds padded regions to ensure aligned
memory regions. To transfer data from/to GPU the functions cudaMemcpy, cuMemcpy2D or
cuMemcpy3D can be used. With cudaMemcpyHostToDevice, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost and
cudaMemcpyDeviceToDevice the specific transfer direction is set.
In order to call a kernel the grid and thread block parallelization has to be specified as shown
in algorithm 2. Therefore the computational domain is divided into a grid with thread blocks
as described in section 3.1. In order to identify a thread during kernel runtime the CUDA
API provides built-in variables to retrieve the grid gridDim.x,y,z and block blockDim.x,y,z
dimensionality as well as the block index on the grid blockIdx.x,y,z and the thread index
in the block threadIdx.x,y,z.
1 dim3 g r i d S i z e (Gx , Gy , Gz ) ;
2 dim3 b l o c k S i z e (Bx , By , Bz ) ;
3 k e r n e l <<<g r i d S i z e , b l o c k S i z e >>>(/∗ f u n c t i o n p a r a m e t e r s ∗/ ) ;
Listing 2: Example of a CUDA-kernel call
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Figure 8: Computational domain decomposition with waLBerla blocks and ghost layer communication. Bold lines in the right block separates the inner domain from ghost layers

4

Phase-Field Algorithm Implementation

In the first part of this section, the "waLBerla" framework is introduced. In the second part,
the sweep wise phase-field algorithm on a structured grid and the CPU-specific optimizations
by [1] are described.

4.1

Physics simulations with the waLBerla Framework

The term waLBerla is an acronym for "widely applicable Lattice Boltzmann from Erlangen"
which is a simulation framework developed at the chair for system simulation (LSS) at the
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU) [6]. The development was motivated by a robust and general framework for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations
based on the well-known lattice Boltzmann method (LBM). In the last years, the waLBerla
framework evolves to a massively parallel framework for multi-physics simulations on structured grids. The framework is written in C++ and has a modular design to integrate and
develop new numerical simulations and methods.
The central concepts to store and process simulation data of waLBerla are the so-called blocks
and sweeps. The computational domain is mapped on a grid structure and is divided into
equally sized blocks as seen in figure 8. Each block consists of equally sized cells. From the
programming point of view, the simulation data is stored in multi-dimensional fields (lattice)
which are assigned uniquely to one block. One or more blocks handled by one computational
node or process. The decomposition into blocks has the advantage of independent distribution
of blocks and work assignment to nodes in a network or processes on a node. On one node
there are multiple processors and multi-core CPUs . Thus, waLBerla makes usage of the parallelization framework OpenMP for intra-node scaling. For inter-node parallelization waLBerla
relies on the message passing interface (MPI) protocol, to distribute data and workloads to
nodes within a network.
WaLBerla uses a stencil operator to compute the finite difference approximation for derivatives. The stencil describes the access to a cell on the grid and its surrounding neighboring
cells. Thus, the implementation of the stencil operator provides convenient access to these
cells. As previous described, the computational domain is divided into blocks. Therefore, a
strategy to exchange border cell values between neighboring blocks is required. The ghost layer
approach is applied in the waLBerla framework as depicted in figure 8 to store and transfer
cells on borders between neighboring blocks. Cells before the ghost layers are transmitted to
the neighboring block and stored in the ghost layer.
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GhostLayerField
FieldCopy.h

cpu-gpu transfer

cuda::GPUField
can be created with

*Indexing

added to

initialize and calls

can be created with

*Accessor

cuda::Kernel

access with

Kernel.cu

Figure 9: Overview of the waLBerla CUDA module based on [6]
Numerical simulations are discretized in time. From programming point of view, a for or
while-loop is used to proceed in time within a certain timestep ∆t. The waLBerla framework
provides a time loop class to add certain functions to execute algorithms per timestep. The
previously mentioned sweep concept is a function for numerical computation on the simulation
data, particularly on a block. Therefore, a sweep is added to the time loop and is executed
iteratively in each timestep. Successively appended sweeps are executed sequentially. Furthermore, the time loop class allows to append functions before and after a certain timestep
e.g. to communicate the ghost layers or to handle the boundaries. More details about the
waLBerla framework are provided in [7], [6].
waLBerla GPU acceleration with CUDA
The latest waLBerla version supports the usage of NVIDIA graphics cards for accelerating
compute-intensive and time critical parts of a numerical simulation. Thus, waLBerla’s CUDA
module provides methods for allocating GPU memory, transferring field data and to configure
as well as to launch CUDA kernels.
As depicted in figure 9 a waLBerla field on GPU is initialized with the GPUField class. The
GPUField is allocated with cudaMalloc3D and the cudaPitchedPtr device pointer (section
3.2) is used to ensure a proper memory alignment with an additional padding. The GPUField
supports Array-of-Structures layout as well as the Structure-of-Arrays (SoA) layout (section
5.1.1). Furthermore, helper functions to copy fields from/to host and device are provided by
the FieldCopy header file. There are two classes required to initialize the access on a field on
the GPU. With the FieldIndexing class the proper offsets for the specific layout, the grid and
thread block dimensionalities and the FieldAccessor are initialized. The FieldAccessor is
passed as a CUDA kernel parameter to access appropriate field cells from a CUDA thread.
For distributed parallelization the ghost layers have to be exchanged between blocks. As
the simulation data resides in device memory, it is necessary to transfer the fields from GPU
memory to host memory prior communicating ghost layers. Therefore, either the whole field
can be copied from GPU memory to host memory, or a CUDA-aware MPI version can be
used to access directly GPU memory. As the PCIe bandwidth is a bottleneck (section 3.1.1)
the field copy strategy adds an overhead to the communication as the complete field data is
copied from device memory to host memory. NVIDIA provides with GPUDirect a possibil-
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Figure 10: Stencil schema for the φ-field (a) and µ-field (b)
ity to transfer data between GPUs or the network card without involving the CPU. Thus, a
CUDA-aware MPI version makes usage of this capability. The waLBerla framework provides
the classes UniformDirectScheme and UniformMPIDatatypeInfo to make use of a CUDAaware MPI version.
The CUDA module provides a wrapper class cuda::Kernel to initialize and start a CUDA
kernel. The wrapper was motivated by a separate compilation of CUDA code and waLBerla
code because the CUDA version 6.5 does not support C++11 features which are mostly used
within waLBerla. Furthermore, the wrapper class provides methods to initialize and start
directly CUDA kernels with waLBerla fields.

4.2

Phase-Field Algorithm

As described in section 2.4 the time integration of the evolution equations for the phase-field
(eq.23) and the chemical potential (eq.26) are realised by the finite-difference scheme for space
with the explicit Euler-scheme for time on a three-dimensional cartesian grid. The computational grids for the phase-field and chemical potentials are denoted by φ-field and µ-field.
In order to compute the gradients for the phase-field and chemical potentials, neighboring
values are required. Figure 10a shows the spatial access patterns for the neighboring values
for the φ-field and the µ-field stencil is depicted in figure 10b. To update the phase-field
values the D3C7 stencil is used for the order-parameters and the D3C1 stencil is used for the
chemical potentials. The update of the chemical potential requires a D3C19 schema for the
order-parameters and a D3C7 schema for the chemical potentials.
The algorithm requires in total four fields, where two fields are required for each variable.
Respectively one for the current time step t, denoted by φsrc and µsrc and respectively one
for the next computed time step t + ∆t, denoted by φdst and µdst . Hence the chemical potential depends on the phase-field values in the next time step φt+∆t
, the phase-field values
α
are updated at first and then the chemical potential. Each kernel computes the cell values
of the φ- and µ-field in the local simulation domain. After the computation of a kernel, first
the ghost layers are synchronized with the neighboring blocks and then the boundaries are
updated (algorithm 0).
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Algorithm 1 Phase-Field Timestep [1]
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

φdst ← φ−kernel(φsrc , µsrc )
φdst ghost layer communication
φdst boundary handling
µdst ← µ−kernel(µsrc , φsrc , φdst )
µdst ghost layer communication
µdst boundary handling
Swap φsrc ↔ φdst and µsrc ↔ µdst
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Figure 11: Optimization performance for φ-sweep (left) and µ-sweep (right) with block size
603 [1]

4.3

Phase-Field CPU Optimization

Several optimization techniques such as buffering, Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)
vectorization and communication hiding has been studied and successfully applied by [1]. The
performance results of the GPU-specific optimizations of this thesis are compared with the
CPU-specific optimizations. Therefore, a short overview of the CPU-specific optimizations is
given in this subsection.
Figure 11 shows the performance results of the different applied optimization techniques for
different scenarios: liquid, solid and interface on one SuperMUC core. Beginning with a basic
implementation in waLBerla that shows poor performance results with less than 1.0 MLUP/s.
First SIMD- vectorization has been applied which increases the performance of both φ and
µ-kernels roughly to 2.0 MLUP/s. The performance boost was achieved by pre-computing
the temperature for one x-y-slice instead computing the temperature in each cell as the temperature function is a function of time and the z-direction. This optimization step is labeled
as "with T(z) optimization" in figure 11. As seen in this figure, the performance impact of
this optimization technique is much higher for the φ-kernel as for the µ-kernel. The next
optimization technique makes usage of a staggered buffer which holds the computed staggered
values at the position z + 0.5. Those values are computed in a particular cell z and written to
the buffer. The cell z + 1 uses the previous calculated value at the position z + 1 as z − 0.5,
therefore the buffer is rotated after an iteration over the z-index. The performance boost with
staggered buffers is much higher for the µ-kernel as for the φ-kernel. Because the computation
of the term ∇ · (M∇µ − Jat ) relies on staggered positions and thus the staggered values are
computed once in cell z and reused by the next cell z + 1. The final optimization exploits
physical and mathematical facts to take shortcuts in the computation of terms. For example,
the evaluation of ψ in the φ-kernel can be skipped if the cell represents a liquid phase. Therefore, the evaluation of the term Jat can be skipped if φ is zero since then hl (φ) would be zero
and therefore Jat is zero. With this optimization techniques a maximal performance for the
φ-kernel of 7 MLUP/s, 6 MLUP/s and 12 MLUP/s and for the µ-kernel of 6.5 MLUP/s, 9
MLUP/s and 7 MLUP/s are achieved for the interface, solid and liquid phase. Furthermore,
to increase the overall performance a communication overlapping approach was introduced,
hence the µ-kernel depends on the newly evaluated phase-field and the previous one. Therefore, the µ update is split up into local and non-local steps which first evaluate µ without Jat
and then the Jat depending terms. Thus, the communication of φdst can be overlapped with
the computation of µdst without Jat .
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Figure 12: Structure-of-arrays alignment and appropriate thread access

5

Phase-Field Simulation on GPU

This section concerns to the specific implementation of the phase-field simulation using Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). In the first part of this section the basic implementation and the
regarding challenges are presented. In the second part of this section optimization techniques
related to the performance improvement are discussed.

5.1

Phase-field algorithm implementation on GPU

The implementation of the phase-field algorithm (section 4.2) on GPUs leads to several challenges such as data alignment, stencil operations and computational complexity. In the first
step, a naïve version is implemented which is used as a baseline for further optimization. The
phase-field solver is implemented into two different CUDA-Kernels. One kernel for the evaluation of the phase-field variable and one kernel for the evaluation of the chemical potential.
For each CUDA-Kernel, a corresponding sweep is implemented on the host side, to initialize
and launch the CUDA-Kernel. Besides the implementation of the solver with CUDA, the
main initialization steps differ slightly from the phase-field algorithm on CPU (algorithm 1).
Therefore the communication schema (Section 4.1), boundary handling (Section 5.1.4) as well
as writes of simulation results (VTK[8], Pace3D[9]) to hard disk has to be slightly adapted to
accelerate the phase-field simulation with GPUs. The transfer of the field from/to GPU could
be a bottleneck because PCIe has a low bandwidth rate. Thus, the number of data transfer
between device and host memory should be as low as possible.
5.1.1

Handling of simulation data

As stated in (section 3.1.1) one of the fundamental tasks to achieve peak performance is
to ensure a proper memory alignment. Thus, consecutive threads should access consecutive
memory regions. The field data can be aligned either in so-called Structure-of-Arrays (SoA)
or Array-of-Structure (AoS) layout.
The SoA layout stores the specific data such as order-parameters or chemical potentials, in one
spatial direction e.g. x-direction in memory as shown in figure 12. The outermost dimension
is the vector of φ or µ. Each thread represents a cell in the lattice and processes a vector of the
phase-field variable or a vector of the chemical potential. Thus, 32 consecutive threads load
and store one vector entry. For an optimal access, the data should be in the same memory
region and has to be aligned as depicted in figure 12. As one may notice CUDA provides
a load operator for SIMD-fashion load (section 3.1.1), in which each thread loads the vector
once in its register or local memory. With the SoA layout, it is not possible to use the wide
load instruction as each vector value is shifted by the complete domain size zyx.
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Figure 13: Array-of-structures alignment and appropriate thread access
The AoS layout ensures a proper alignment for the vector values e.g. order-parameters
in memory as depicted in figure 13. Therefore, each thread loads and stores one value of a
vector. The full utilization of a GPU depends on the parallelization approach. For example,
in a ternary system, there are four phases and one may choose the f-direction as the leading
direction. Thus, a thread block is initialized with only four threads in the x-dimension. This
approach clearly underutilizes the GPU. Therefore, the leading dimension should be the xdirection in which consecutive vectors are aligned in memory, and a proper thread block size
considering the x-dimension should be chosen. More details about parallelization are provided
in section 5.1.2.
Simulation constants
Simulation values which are constant during kernel runtime are stored within the small 64 KB
constant memory. As mentioned in section 3.2 the constant memory is a read-only memory
from device-code. The constant memory resides in global memory and is cached by a 8KB
small cache on each SM. Therefore, the constant memory is ideal for coefficients such as δt,
1
δx or δx
and to store the free energies specific matrices and vectors such as Ξ, ξ and x.
Constant data is declared in the global scope and can be read and written by the host with
the functions cudaMemcpyFrom Symbol and cudaMemcpyToSymbol. In algorithm 3 a snippet
of declared simulation variables in constant memory is shown.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

// phase− f i e l d s i m u l a t i o n c o n s t a n t s
...
__constant__ r e a l _ t dx_ , dxR_, dxR2_ ;
__constant__ r e a l _ t dt_ , dtR_ ;
__constant__ r e a l _ t currentTime_ ;
__constant__ r e a l _ t d i f f u s i o n M a t r i x [ PHASES ] [ 4 ] ;
__constant__ Vec2<r e a l _ t > A_[ PHASES ] , B_[ PHASES ] , C_[ PHASES ] ;
...
Listing 3: Snippet of constant data for the phase-field simulation
To avoid redundant error checks for function calls to the CUDA API, a new wrapper
class named RuntimeManager has been added to the waLBerla framework. The usage of the
wrapper class for scalar and vector types is shown in listing 4.

1
2
3
4
5

// dt , dtR , A and Xi a r e d e c l a r e d on h o s t
u s i n g namespace p h a s e f i e l d ;
RuntimeManager : : s e t C o n s t a n t <r e a l _ t >(&cuda : : dt_ , dt ) ;
RuntimeManager : : s e t C o n s t a n t <r e a l _ t >(&cuda : : dtR_ , dtR ) ;
RuntimeManager : : s e t C o n s t a n t <Vec2<r e a l _ t >>(&cuda : : A_,A [ 0 ] , PHASES ) ;
Listing 4: Initialization of constant values
20

Furthermore, the constant memory has only one read port and supports a broadcast operation to all threads in a warp. Therefore, the access to a constant value is optimal, when
all threads in a warp read the same value. One may consider storing precomputed free energies, such as the inverse of Ξ, in constant memory. As Ξ depends on the temperature and a
temperature gradient along the z-axis is used, all the values, for example, Ξ along the z-axis
has to be precomputed on the CPU and then transferred to the constant device memory. The
first problem is that the size of an array is determined during compile time. Therefore, the
domain size in z-size has to be fixed in program code and the program becomes static. The
second problem is related to the small 8 KB cache, which clearly limits the domain size in
the z-direction. If the data does not fit into the constant cache, some cache lines are invalidated and the data is fetched from global memory. Frequent scheduling of blocks of different
regions on SMs, may lead to frequent invalidation and fetching operation. Thus, the overall
performance can decrease.
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Figure 14: Domain decomposition of a waLBerla block to parallel CUDA grid and thread
block model (fzyx-Layout)
5.1.2

Parallelization

The parallelization approach of GPUs aims to assign the workload to as many threads as
possible. Therefore, each thread handles one cell in the computational domain as follows. If
the SoA layout is used, each thread has to load four order-parameters as depicted in figure
12 and two chemical potentials for the D3C1 stencil to calculate eq. 23 and eq. 26. Also,
the φ-kernel needs six direct neighbors of the φsrc -field to compute the specific gradients. The
µ-kernel requires the diagonal neighbors of the previous phase-field φsrc (D3C19 stencil) and
the direct neighbors of the current phase-field φdst as well as of the current chemical potentials µsrc (D3C7 stencil). Furthermore, both φ and µ are vectors and for a ternary system
additional four resp. two data values are required for each direction. It is obvious that higher
stencil operations require a lot of data to be transferred from or to global memory.
For the AoS layout, each thread would handle one order-parameter as depicted in figure
13. To calculate the term (eq. 8) each thread may access redundantly to global memory
or has to interchange its register values with neighboring cells. As in this thesis, a ternary
system is considered, and the thread block size for the AoS layout is determined by the size f dimensionality, the thread block size would be set to four threads which is clearly not optimal.
Therefore, the SoA layout is used for the basic implementation. The final decomposition of
the computational domain to CUDA’s grid and thread blocks is depicted in figure 14. In addition, both layouts ensures that consecutive threads access consecutive and coalesced memory
regions.
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5.1.3

Evolution of the phase-field parameter φ and chemical potentials µ

As mentioned in section 3 GPUs are designed for stream or throughput computing. GPUs has
the capability to run thousands of threads in parallel (section 3.1) and provides a higher bandwidth than CPUs. Therefore it is not well suited to port an algorithm which was programmed
for a CPU directly to GPU. Thus, the parallelization using grid and thread blocks, available
computational, special function units and memory units, as well as coalesced memory alignment and memory access by a warp has to be considered. The basic implementation uses the
waLBerla CUDA-module capabilities to implement a GPU-specific version of the phase-field
algorithm.
As in section 5.1 described the phase-field parameter and the chemical potential are handled in different CUDA kernels, which are implemented in separate *.cu files. To enable
separate compilation of waLBerla c++ code and CUDA c code, a header file is used which
defines the callable CUDA kernels from the host. For the naïve implementation the SoA layout
is chosen. Therefore, the previously described parallelization approach in which each thread
process a cell in the lattice is used. For the naïve implementation no optimization approaches
are applied, and the related terms are implemented as they are. For example a code snippet
for the computation of evolution equations is shown in algorithm 5 and algorithm 6.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

__global__ void k e r n e l (
/∗ s e t
...

R e a l F i e l d p h i S r c , R e a l F i e l d p h i D s t , R e a l F i e l d muSrc ,
F r e e E n e r g y f r e e E n e r g y , T e m p e r a t u r e F u n c t o r tFunc ) {

R e a l F i e l d muDst ,

d a t a ∗/

#pragma u n r o l l 4
f o r ( u i n t _ t a = 0 ; a < PHASES ; ++a ) {
...
dcdmu += ( Xi_inv ∗ hn ) ;
d c d p h i += ( Xi_inv ∗ ( c u r − x i
}

) ) ∗ dhdt ;

#pragma u n r o l l 4
f o r ( u i n t _ t a = 0 ; a < PHASES ; ++a ) {
dcdT . x += . . . ;
dcdT . y += . . . ;
}
Vec2<r e a l _ t >
Vec2<r e a l _ t >
divMgradmu . x
divMgradmu . y
/∗ e v o l
...

in

mgradmu_e = mgradmu ( p h i S r c , p h i D s t , muSrc , E , f r e e E n e r g y ,
mgradmu_w = mgradmu ( p h i S r c , p h i D s t , muSrc , W, f r e e E n e r g y ,
+= g r a d i e n t . o n e S i d e d G r a d ( mgradmu_w . x , mgradmu_e . x
);
+= g r a d i e n t . o n e S i d e d G r a d ( mgradmu_w . y , mgradmu_e . y
);

tFunc
tFunc

);
);

t i m e ∗/

}

Listing 5: CUDA-kernel to update the chemical potentials
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

__global__ void k e r n e l ( R e a l F i e l d
/∗ s e t d a t a ∗/
...

phiSrc ,

f o r ( u i n t _ t a = 0 ; a<PHASES ; a++ ) {
dwdpa [ a ]
= calc_dwdpa ( p h i S r c , a
real_t dadgradpa_right
real_t dadgradpa_left

R e a l F i e l d phiDst ,

R e a l F i e l d muSrc ,

T e m p e r a t u r e F u n c t o r tFunc ) {

);

= calc_dadgradpa ( phiSrc , a , E,
= c a l c _ d a d g r a d p a ( p h i S r c , a , W,

dadgradpa [ a ] += g r a d . o n e S i d e d G r a d ( d a d g r a d p a _ l e f t ,

gradient
gradient

);
);

dadgradpa_right

);

}
/∗ c a l c
...

psi ,

rhs

gibbs

s i m p l e x ∗/

}

Listing 6: CUDA-kernel to update the phase-field
On NVIDIA GPUs, a double floating-point number is stored within two 32-bit register. Considering that the phase-field model has many terms and complex equations, many variables
and arrays are required to store the temporal evaluated terms and equations. It might be
that small arrays are held within multiple registers. Therefore, both kernels require many
registers, which leads to register spills. Spilled values are stored first in L1 cache. If the cache
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Figure 15: Boundary conditions and simulation setting for directional solidification of a ternary
eutectic system [1]
size has been exceeded, the values are stored in global memory. Thus, additional load/stores
to global memory are executed, which influence the performance dramatically. Due to the
large number of terms and the previously described problems the kernel(s) do not fully utilize
the GPU capabilities, and additional optimizations should be applied.
5.1.4

Boundary Handling

To minimize the data transfer between GPU and CPU the boundary handling is performed on
GPU. As described in section 2.4.1 the Dirichlet, Neumann and periodic boundary conditions
are used as shown in figure 15. Thus, the Dirichlet CUDA kernel and Neumann CUDA kernel
are introduced.
1 __global__ void NeumannBoundary ( R e a l F i e l d g h o s t L a y e r S l i c e ,
2
R e a l F i e l d s l i c e B e f o r e G h o s t L a y e r , int f s i z e ) {
3
ghostLayerSlice . s e t ( blockIdx , threadIdx ) ;
4
sliceBeforeGhostLayer . s e t ( blockIdx , threadIdx ) ;
5
f o r ( int a =0; a< f s i z e ; a++){
6
g h o s t L a y e r S l i c e . g e t ( a)= s l i c e B e f o r e G h o s t L a y e r . g e t ( a ) ;
7
}
8 }
Listing 7: CUDA-kernel for Neumann boundary handling
To ensure the Neumann boundary, the values from slices before the ghost layer are copied
to the ghost layer slice as described in algorithm 7. The Neumann boundary condition is
applied on the order-parameters in z -direction (top,bottom) and on the chemical potentials in
z -direction (bottom). Therefore, all values in the xy-slice are copied from the previous slices
to the ghost layer slices.
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1 __global__ void DirichletBoundaryMu ( R e a l F i e l d g h o s t L a y e r S l i c e ,
2
TemperatureFunctor t e m p e r a t u r e ) {
3
ghostLayerSlice . s e t ( blockIdx , threadIdx ) ;
4
r e a l _ t Tz = t e m p e r a t u r e ( 0 , 0 , b l o c k I d x . y , currentTime_ ) ;
5
6
Mat2<r e a l _ t > Xia ;
7
f e : : Xi (LIQUID_PHASE, Tz , Xia ) ;
8
9
Vec2<r e a l _ t > x i a ;
10
f e : : x i (LIQUID_PHASE, Tz , x i a ) ;
11
12
Vec2<r e a l _ t > mua = ( ( Xia ∗ c_liquid_ ) ∗ 2 . 0 + x i a ) ;
13
g h o s t L a y e r S l i c e . g e t ( 0 ) = mua . x ;
14
g h o s t L a y e r S l i c e . g e t ( 1 ) = mua . y ;
15 }
Listing 8: CUDA-kernel for Dirichlet boundary handling
For the chemical potentials, the Dirichlet boundary condition is applied as shown in algorithm 8 to describe a continuous domain. Therefore, the chemical potential is derived from
the chemical concentration for the liquid phase (eq. 13). The free energies Ξ, ξ are stored
in constant memory. As each thread access the same region in constant memory, the data is
broadcasted to all threads in a warp. Thus, the constant memory is optimal used. As one may
notice the computation is performed per xy-layer. Therefore, the free energies are computed
redundantly by all threads. This term can be precomputed once on CPU and transferred to
GPUs constant memory or global memory space.
To handle the boundaries 2.4.1 on GPUs the access to the ghost layers and the access
to the slices before the ghost layers are required. The functions ghostLayerOnlyXYZ and
sliceBeforeGhostLayerXYZ in the class FieldIndexing are used to access the proper layers. As the required data for the spatial direction is located far apart on memory, separate
kernels are launched for each direction. Therefore, no additional control-flow logic to handle
directional access on GPU is required.
5.1.5

Moving window

For directional solidification the moving window approach [9] reduces the effective domain size
to the interface, because the solidified and liquid parts of the domain can be negligible to the
following reasons. In the solidified part of the domain, the phase transition can be negligible
because the diffusion coefficient is multiple times lower in the solid than in the liquid. The
Neumann boundary condition is used to simulate a solidified boundary. In the liquid part of
the domain, the concentration flux is infinite, and the Dirichlet boundary condition is used
to simulate an infinite melt. This approach is depicted in figure 15 which depends on the solidification direction. The window is shifted if the solidification front exceeds a certain limit [2].
The moving window approach requires to determine and communicate the minimal and maximal values of the interface between all blocks in the domain. This function had been implemented in the previous work on CPU. Therefore, the block shifting is checked and performed
at the same time-step as the write-out operation of simulation results to harddisk. Thus, the
complete field is transferred only once from GPU to CPU.
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GridDim.y (ySize)

blockDim.x (xSize)

φ-size

Figure 16: Domain decomposition of a waLBerla block to parallel CUDA grid and thread
block model (zyxf-Layout)

5.2

Optimizations

In this subsection optimization techniques related to the phase-field kernel and chemical potential kernel are discussed.
5.2.1

Optimization related to the evolution of order-parameters

In this thesis, a new approach based on intra-warp communication is applied. Besides the
challenge of 7-point and 19-point stencils, the phase-field method adds an additional challenge
to the computational complexity and memory transfer, as terms of the evaluation equations
requires the vector of order-parameters per cell for example to calculate (eq. 8). In the
basic parallelization approach one thread evaluates the vector of order-parameters φα where
α ∈ [0, 1, .., N ] per cell. Thus, one may decide to declare a single variable for the weight
and load, in addition, each order-parameter again, allocate an array and store the vector in a
register, local memory or to use shared memory to hold the vector data on-chip. However, in
this approach register spills occurs, or a large shared memory region is required to hold either
the source or destination field or both fields at once. These approaches reduces the number
of active or schedulable threads, warps, and blocks on a multiprocessor.
Therefore, the new method make usage of the intra-warp communication mechanism to handle the previous described problems. To use the intra-warp communication mechanism, the
grid and thread block parallelization as the memory alignment has to be adapted. The yand z-direction of the computational domain are mapped respectively to the y and z grid
dimensionality. The thread block is initialized with a fixed number of threads as follows.
The thread block size in x-direction is set to a fixed number of threads Bx which is multiplied by the number of order parameters φN . Therefore the resulting block dimensionality is
CBlock = (Bx ∗ φN , 1, 1). As seen in figure 16 each thread evaluates one order-parameter φα
and threads are arranged in a way that following φN threads contains the order parameter for
one neighboring cell.
As mentioned before it might be necessary to adapt the indexing and memory alignment
to zyxf -layout, because additional loads and stores transactions occurs with a unappropriate
layout. However, this approach makes usage of the massive parallelization of GPUs. Therefore, the access latencies are hidden. The layout is configured flexible and can be changed
during the initialization stage as described in section 5.1.
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Figure 17: Register exchange and broadcast with the CUDA shuffle instructions. Where
(a) is the broadcast instruction __shlf(), (b) and (c) the offset exchange instructions
__shfl_down,__shfl_up and (d) the butterfly instruction __shfl_xor()
Shuffle Instruction
In previous GPU generations, threads could only exchange data through shared memory or
global memory. Shared memory is used to enable data exchange between threads of a block
and global memory is used to access globally stored data by all threads. Therefore, the minimal synchronization point for shared memory is block-wise and the latency increase with
larger block size. With cc. 3.0 a new instruction set so-called shuffle was introduced to
enable direct register exchange between threads in a warp. This functionality reduces the
visibility of values to threads of a warp. Also, a synchronization barrier is not required, because the minimal instruction length is warp-wise and therefore, all threads participate the
interchange process. Es mentioned before, the shuffle instructions enables a direct read of a
threads register value by all threads within a warp. CUDA provides four shuffle instructions
with different access patterns: __shlf(), __shfl_down(), __shfl_up(), and __shfl_xor().
The instruction __shlf() is an indexed any-to-any operation for direct registers exchange
of a specific thread in the warp as depicted in figure 17a. Both instructions __shfl_down()
and __shfl_up() are offset-based operations as seen in figure 17b and 17c. As depicted in
figure 17d the __shfl_xor() instruction is a butterfly operation which performs the logical
exclusive-or (XOR) operation.
Remember, the simulation in this thesis uses double-precision. At the moment of the thesis,
shuffle instructions are restricted to 32-bit integer and single-precision floating point numbers
because the register size is limited to 32-bits. CUDA does not provide instructions to interchange 64-bit datatypes or two registers. Therefore, a software based emulation to exchange
64-bit datatypes is implemented, as suggest by [4]. A double value is stored in two registers,
in which one holds the low part and the other the high part of the double-precision floating
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point number. The emulation reinterprets the two registers as integer register, performs on
each register a shuffle instructions and reinterprets the two integer registers as a double type.
5.2.2

Optimization related to the evolution of chemical potentials

The most complex and computational extensive part of the phase-field algorithm is the evaluation of chemical potentials, especially the computation of M ∇µ Jat . In the basic implementation the overall term 5.1 is evaluated by one CUDA-Kernel. Thus, clearly leads to a large
number of register spills and the overall run-time is increased.
Function
kernel
mgradmu
jat
muToConcentration

Stack Frame
1480 bytes
856 bytes
496 bytes
80 bytes

Spill Stores
5816 bytes
1248 bytes
804 bytes
80 bytes

Spill Loads
10124 bytes
1564 bytes
888 bytes
80 bytes

Table 2: Memory store spills and stack frame size for naïve µ-sweep (compute capability 3.0)
with 63 register per thread which are fully used.
The nvcc compiler reports as shown in table 3 a high number of spills for 63 registers per
thread. Note that for Kepler GPUs register spills are primarily stored in L1 cache and if the
cache size exceeds the data is spilled to DRAM. Therefore, additional loads and stores from/to
global memory are required. As mentioned in (section 3.1.1) a lower number of registers per
thread would increase the number of active warps and threads per SM. Reducing the number
of registers for the naïve implementation would lead to higher register spilling. To decrease the
number of spills, the computation of the evolution of chemical potentials has to be separated
in different kernels. Besides the re-usage of evaluated values has to be considered. Also, the
ratio of loads/stores from/to memory and floating point operations (flop) is quite large.
Kernel
mgradmuonly
jatonly
dcdphi/dcdt
dcdmu/evolution

Used registers
63
55
63
62

Stack Frame
48 bytes
0 bytes
64 bytes
48 bytes

Spill Stores
132 bytes
0 bytes
92 bytes
64 bytes

Spill Loads
164 bytes
0 bytes
236 bytes
64 bytes

Table 3: Memory store spills and stack frame size for separated computation optimized µsweep (compute capability 3.0) with 63 register per thread
Thus, the computation of the µ-sweep is split up in separate kernels as follows. In the
φ, µ , T )∇µ
µ is evaluated. One CUDA kernel computes the gradient of
first step the term ∇(M (φ
φ, µ , T )∇µ
µ for one of the spatial
the mobility and the gradient of the chemical potential M (φ
directions (E,N,T ) and stores the new calculated value in an additional buffer. In the next
step, the term Jat is evaluated and added to the previously calculated value. A particular
cell (x,y,z) requires only to compute the term once for the spatial directions (E,N,T ) and can
reuse the compute value by the appropriate neighboring cell which is at the opposite spatial
direction (W,S,B ). Additional computation is required for the first cells in the specific direcδc
δa
tions. The The last two CUDA kernels are related to the computation of δφ
and δφ
, [ δµδcT,φ ]−1
and the evolution term (eq. 24).
The parallelization strategies for the previous described CUDA kernels are chosen by the
more important field, in terms of usage frequency, the order of the stencil operator and the
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number of operations as well as the usage of constant memory for accessing free energies. For
the evaluation of Jat the f-indexing approach is chosen as the term depends more on the phasefield variable and less on the chemical potentials and free energies. For the others kernels,
the fzyx-indexing approach is chosen, because the mathematical equations depend more on
the free energies and the chemical potentials. Note the access to the free energy in constant
memory is optimal if all threads within a warp access the same value. Otherwise, the access
is serialized. For the fzyx-indexing all warp members access the same value as each thread
iterates over the vector of order-parameters. In contrast to the f-indexing approach the access
is serialized to the minimum number of the order-parameters vector size.
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Figure 18: Tiling approach with shared memory
5.2.3

Shortcut optimizations on GPU

As in section 4.3 described shortcut optimization increase the optimization significantly because expensive operations such as ∇ · (M∇µ − Jat ) or eq. 6 are skipped. As the minimal
execution unit is warp-based, a direct adoption of this optimization technique on GPUs may
lead to decreased performance or unexpected behavior. If two or more threads take a different
branch, the execution is serialized. Also, threads which not participate the specific branch
are marked as inactive. Thus, the register exchange operation returns an undefined value
as a result. Therefore, a warp-wised execution and termination should be considered. Also,
unfilled warps influence the transaction behavior as well as instruction scheduling (section 3.1).
1 __device__ __forceinline__ b o o l warp_vote ( b o o l b , int width=32 ) {
2
int mask
= __ballot ( b ) ;
3
b o o l allInWarp = __popc ( mask ) == width ;
4
return allInWarp ;
5 }
Listing 9: Warp wide early out optimization realized with warp-voting mechanism
To adopt the shortcut optimizations on GPUs, a voting mechanism to communicate a
boolean value between threads in a warp is required. One possibility is to implement a voting
mechanism based on shared memory. This approach leads to a not neglectable overhead
because shared memory operates per block and requires synchronization points. Since compute
capability 3.0 the CUDA API provides an warp based voting mechanism with the following
functions __all, __any and __ballot. In this thesis the __ballot function together with
the bit count function __popc is used to perform an efficient boolean warp-voting mechanism
which is shown in algorithm 9.
5.2.4

Shared memory tiling

The stencil operation relays on access to neighboring cells. To reduce the latency for loading
neighboring cell’s data from global memory or the L2 cache, the tiling approach based on
shared memory as described in [10] is applied in this thesis. In general tiling is a popular
approach which is widely used also for stencil operations [11], [12] or [13].
Furthermore, for GK104 and GK110A the faster on-chip L1 cache is reserved for local memory
access, such as register spills and stack data [14]. Therefore, global loads are cached only on
the slower off-chip L2 cache. Thus, the tiling approach can improve the overall performance.
For completeness, GPUs based on the GK110B such as the K40 remains the old behavior of
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caching both global and local loads in the fast on-chip L1 cache. Hence, GK110B GPUs are
not available during this thesis, a comparison between cache blocking with the L1 cache and
manually performed tile blocking with the shared memory cannot be performed.
In this approach a tile of the computational domain is fetched from global memory and
stored on the fast, configurable on-chip software-cache shared memory as depicted in figure
18. Therefore, each thread has access to the local neighboring cell data. As described in (section 3.1.1) the shared memory is a fast on-chip configurable software-cache which is organized
in equally sized banks. As long as each thread access different banks the shared memory is as
fast as registers.
As stencil operations require access to all neighbor values, the tile size is enlarged on the
border values which is named as halo. For example, a shared memory region of the size
(32 + 2, 4 + 2) is depicted in figure 18. As less threads then cells are available, one has to consider the initialization procedure in order to avoid divergence. The straightforward approach
is to load in the first step the threads corresponding values from global memory in shared
memory and in the second step the border threads loads the halo values from global memory.
As this approach contains conditional branches which inactivate threads and reads within a
warp do not address a contiguous memory region, it might decrease the overall performance.
In [10] an more effective approach is described. Therefore, in the first step all threads are
used to load the first half of the tile and in the second step, the remaining cells are loaded as
depicted in figure 19.

y
x

Figure 19: Optimized tile and halo initialization.
Besides the initialization step, which may take several cycles, the main critical point of
shared memory tiling is to ensure that each thread in a warp access a distinct bank. For the
Kepler architecture, the bank size has been increased to 64-bit, which has to be explicitly set in
program-code. Therefore, the CUDA API provides the function cudaDeviceSharedMemConfig
to configure the shared memory before kernel launch with either cudaSharedMemBankSizeEightByte, cudaSharedMemBankSizeFourByte or cudaSharedMemBankSizeDefault.
Remember, the free energies changes along the z-direction, but they are recomputed by each
thread in a block, which is clearly a redundant computation. Besides, the shared memory can
be used as a buffer to store free energies. Thus, the first warp of a block computes the free
energies per xy-slice and store the results into the shared memory buffer. All other threads of
the block can reuse the free energies.
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6

Performance measurements and simulation results

In this section, the experimental performance results for the naïve implementation and the
previous described optimization techniques are presented and discussed. The experiments are
performed on the both devices as listed in table 1. In the first part, the practically achievable
bandwidth with the well-known STREAM benchmark is measured. In the second part, the
overall performance results are compared and the final simulation results are presented.

6.1

Environment configuration and performance metrics

For the GTX760 GPU the CUDA code is compiled with compute capability 3.0 and for the
K20m GPU the code is compiled with compute capability 3.5. On both platforms the flags
-O3 --use_fast_math are passed to the nvcc compiler. The specific system information is
shown in table 4.

Compiler
MPI Version
CUDA

GTX760 System
g++ 4.8.4
OpenMPI 1.10.0
7.5

K20 System
intel64/14.0up03
intelmpi/5.1.1.109-intel
6.5

Table 4: System information for GTX760 and K20 platform
As metrics the known GFLOP/s, giga (109 ) floating point operations per seconds, as well as
GB/s, giga (109 ) bytes per second, are used. To compare the achieved performance between
different platforms, architectures and implementation the metric MLUP/s, mega (106 ) lattice
updates per second, meaning the number of lattice cell updates per second, is used. Double
precision is used at all tests and simulation runs.

6.2

STREAM Benchmark

As described in section 3.1.1 coalesced memory access is one of the most important factors
to consider. Therefore, the vector based STREAM[15] benchmark is used to determine the
practically achievable bandwidth with the copy, scale, add, and triad benchmark. The copy
benchmark is used to measure the bandwidth for two values, in the absence of arithmetical
operations. The scale benchmark adds a simple arithmetical operation to the benchmark, to
measure computational performance. The sum benchmark is designed to fill a pipeline of a
computing unit and therefore, measure the utilization of this unit. The last triad benchmark
makes usage of additional capabilities such as fused-multiply-add (FMA), which are used for
e.g. matrices multiplication. In this thesis the copy and triad benchmark is used. The CUDA
kernels for the copy and triad are shown in algorithm 10.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

__global__ void copy ( R e a l F i e l d a , R e a l F i e l d b ) {
a . s e t ( blockIdx , threadIdx ) ;
b . s e t ( blockIdx , threadIdx ) ;
a . get () = b . get ( ) ;
}
__global__ void t r i a d ( R e a l F i e l d a , R e a l F i e l d b , R e a l F i e l d c ) {
a . s e t ( blockIdx , threadIdx ) ;
b . s e t ( blockIdx , threadIdx ) ;
c . s e t ( blockIdx , threadIdx ) ;
a . get () = b . get () + q ∗ c . get ( ) ;
}
Listing 10: CUDA-Kernel for STREAM copy and triad benchmark
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Figure 20: STREAM copy and triad benchmark on GTX760
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Figure 21: STREAM copy and triad benchmark on K20 with ECC(on)
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As listed in table 1 the theoretical peak bandwidth for the 760GTX is about 192 GB/s.
For the K20 the theoretical peak bandwidth is about 208 GB/s if error-correcting code (ECC)
is disabled and if ECC is enabled the theoretical peak bandwidth is about 192 GB/s, which is
similar to the GTX760 consumer graphics card. A peak performance is achieved if the GPU is
fully utilized. Thus, the STREAM benchmark was performed with a varying block and thread
size. As blocks are independently executed of each other and assigned randomly on a SM, the
size of the block y-dimensionality is changed to perform measurement for large data-sets and
as well as the measurement of the performance for varying number of blocks. The STREAM
vector benchmark is fully sufficient for performance measurements on GPUs.
Each CUDA kernel was executed at least for 100 ms to receive feasible results. During all
benchmarks, on the K20 GPU - ECC was enabled. As shown in figure 20 and figure 21 a maximum practical bandwidth of approximately 145 GB/s is achieved on both GPUs. Considering
bandwidth as the limiting factor, we can analyze the peak performance as follows. During the
evaluation of the φ-kernel in total 272 bytes are transferred from/to global memory because a
D3C7 stencil is used to read the four order-parameters, and a D3C1 stencil is used to read two
chemical potentials and as well as to store the updated phase-field values. As double-precision
floating point values are used in this thesis, in total ((7 + 1) ∗ 4 + 1 ∗ 2) ∗ 8 = 272 bytes are
transferred from/to global memory. With the same calculation the transferred bytes for the
µ-kernel is calculated. This give us the result of ((7 + 19) ∗ 4 + (7 + 1) ∗ 2) ∗ 8 = 960 bytes.
In total both kernels read and write 1232 bytes from/to global memory. Thus, the achievable
peak performance for a bandwidth-bound kernel is:
145

GB
Bytes
: 960
= 140.62 MLUP/s
s
LUP

(µ-kernel)

145

Bytes
GB
: 272
= 533.08 MLUP/s
s
LUP

(φ-kernel)

Please note that this is a simplified model in which assumed that the data resides in a
cache. Thus, fetching of cache lines, cache line invalidation, cache latencies and other effects
are neglected.

φ-kernel
µ-kernel

Flops (Double)
∼1500
∼2444

Est. peak (GTX760)
76,9 MLUP/s
47,21 MLUP/s

Est. peak (K20)
780,00 MLUP/s
478,72 MLUP/s

Table 5: Estimated peak performance based on the mean executed floating point operations
(double) for φ− and µ− CUDA kernels.
The achievable peak MLUP/s rate for a specific kernel is estimated by the number of
floating point operations for a small domain size. NVIDIA provides a tool named nvprof to
profile a CUDA kernel during its run-time. This tool reports also the total number of executed
floating-point operations per kernel. Therefore, we can estimate the peak performance based
on the reported value and the hardware specifications. The achievable peak performance in
MLUP/s is listed in table 5. Please note, that this are the mean values of floating-point
operations over all specific kernels and each kernel may differ in the total number of floatingpoint operations.
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6.3

Kernel performance comparison

In the first part of this section, the performance measurements for the optimized kernels are
shown and discussed. In the second part of this section, the optimal number of registers per
thread and optimal size of thread blocks is estimated.
The tests are performed with a fixed size of 64x64 threads in xy-direction. Towards the solidification direction (z) the thread size is increased to obtain a larger domain. The interface
domain has been generated from a quasi-real system section 6.4. The performance measurements are executed three times to obtain the minimal, maximal and the average value. As
depicted on the left side in figure 22, the naïve (basic) version of the CUDA φ-kernel achieves
a maximum of 32.11 MLUP/s on the consumer card GTX760.
The limiting factor is not the pressure on load instructions, as seen for the shared memory optimization, but on the operational intensity. Therefore, the newly introduced f-indexing
approach with shuffle operations (shuffle kernel), in which each thread process a phase and
shares local registers with other threads of a warp, shows the best performance results. One
reason is that register spills are highly reduced. Thus, much more threads can be executed,
which allows to hide data access latencies (also for not proper aligned memory regions) and
therefore the streaming multiprocessor can be fully utilized. Thus 67.16 MLUP/s are achieved,
which is already 87% of the calculated peak performance.
For the early out case much more MLUP/s are achieved, as theoritically possible. This is
possible as a lot of operation are skipped and therefore the number of floating-point operations clearly reduces. Note that they are also some regions in the interface scenario where the
evaluation of consecutive cells of warp size (1/4 of the warp size for our ternary system) are
skipped. The max. achieved performance for the shuffle optimization and early out is 87.90
MLUP/s.
In this performance test the SoA layout is chosen which leads to additional transactional
requests to the global memory. However, a large number of active threads, warps and blocks
are able to hide the memory latencies. The speedup comparison for the µ-kernel is depicted
on the right side in figure 22. The basic version achieves a max. peak of 9.19 MLUP/s which
is 19% of the peak performance. The optimization approach with shared memory achieves
max. 11.33 MLUP/s. With the f-indexing approach, a peak performance of 15.34 MLUP/s
is achieved. Considering the discussion of section 5.2.2 feasible results of 39.66 MLUP/s are
achieved, which is 84% of the estimated peak performance.
The performance measurements results for the high-performance GPU NVIDIA K20 are
shown in figure 23. Also, the both fastest kernels on the consumer card, achieves the best
performance results on the high-performance card. The peak performance for the evaluation
of the phase-field is 259.57 MLUP/s, thus 33% of the peak performance. The fastest µ−kernel
achieves 71.99 MLUP/s and therefore 15% of the peak performance. Varying the number of
threads per block or registers per threads, may lead slightly to different performance results.

6.4

Simulation Results

In figure 24 the simulation results for a quasi-real system are depicted. The solidified region in
the domain is precomputed with a filling approach based on the Voronoi-Diagram. This approach creates a solidified block in the bottom region of the domain with a proper distribution
of the phases.
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Figure 22: Performance comparison of the φ- and µ-sweep kernels on NVIDIA GTX760
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Figure 23: Performance comparison of the φ- and µ-sweep kernels on NVIDIA K20
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Figure 24: Simulation of quasi real system at times t = 0, t = 10000, t = 30000, t = 49000
where the red region is in liquid phase and the other colored regions are in solid phase.
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7

Conclusion

The acceleration of the phase-field algorithm on GPUs has several challenges. First, an appropriate memory access and correctly aligned memory regions are required for the D3C19 stencil.
Second, the phase-field model is very complex and consists of several terms and equations,
which requires a lot of computational resources. The goal of this thesis was to accelerate the
phase-field simulation on GPUs within the waLBerla framework. The evolution of the phasefield is less computational and memory extensive as the evolution of the chemical potential.
Besides the acceleration of the evolution kernels, the boundary handling and as well as the
data-transfer, had to be considered. Also, several optimization techniques for both kernels
had been applied in this thesis.
Starting from a naïve GPU implementation for the phase-field solver, several optimization
steps has been applied, and a new approach based on intra-warp communication has been
introduced. The usage of double precision floating-point numbers clearly challenges the development of algorithms on GPUs as fine-grained resources such as registers are occupied two
times faster than with single precision floating-point numbers. NVIDIA went a step forward
and introduced 64-bit wide banks for shared memory. Probably in the future, the fine-grained
hardware components on GPUs are getting more appropriate for double precision. However,
the optimization of the evolution of the phase-field has been investigated. It was shown that a
performance of 259.57 MLUP/s can be achieved with an not optimal memory access pattern,
as long as the kernel is not memory bound and the massive parallelism on thread level is used
to hide data access latencies.
As mentioned before the evolution of the chemical potentials is the most complex and compute
intensive as well as memory intensive part of the algorithm. Knowing each memory type on
GPUs allows to improving the overall performance rate. Thus, the focus should not only rely
on global memory but also to additional memory concepts such as constant memory. It was
shown, that an inappropriate thread block parallelization strategy influences the performance
rates, as access to constant memory is limited by one bus. Therefore, a separate handling
of different parts of the chemical potential’s evolution equations in various CUDA kernels
achieves a higher computational throughput. In total, a peak performance of 71.99 MLUP/s
was achieved.
The acceleration of the phase-field simulation on GPUs results in a compute-bound problem.
The CPU is idle during the computations on GPU. In further research, a hybrid approach
should be considered, in which the computation is performed on both - CPU and GPU. Also,
GPUs provides up to 8 times more single precision compute units. Thus, one may also investigate the usage of single precision floating-point numbers, for this algorithm. Further research
should examine communication patterns to transfer ghost layer values between host and device
and as well as between two or more devices.
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A

Functional Derivates
du
u(xi+1 ) − u(xi )
=
dx
δx
du
u(xi ) − u(xi−1 )
=
dx
δx

(Forward Difference)

(Backward Difference)

du
u(xi+1 ) − u(xi−1 )
=
dx
δx

(Central Difference)

u(xi+1 ) − 2u(xi ) + u(xi−1 )
d2 u
=
2
dx
δx2

(Second derivative)
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